
 

Austin Arthur Gower 

14441 Lance Corporal, 9th Battalion Norfolk Regiment 

He was killed in action on 15th September 1916 in France, aged 24 

Austin is commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial, Somme, France 

He died on the same day as fellow Harleston soldier Reginald Staff. 

 

 

Our Harleston Hero, Austin Arthur or Arthur Austin as he was actually baptised, named after his 

uncle, was a gardener from a family of skilled tradesmen from Wortwell.  The family was very tight 

knit and with an Uncle Arthur about the place, to avoid confusion, young Arthur would have been 

called by his middle name: standard practice at the time. 

The Memorial Card his grieving 

parents, Robert and Emily Gower nee 

Riches, pinned up in the Wortwell Hall, 

not only confirms this as his formal 

name but that he was in the Machine 

Gun Section of the Norfolks when he 

was killed in action on the Somme. 

Although the machine gun had been 

around for few years it was very much 

new technology and the early models 

were more or less static small arms 

artillery. 

As the war went on the machine guns 

became more mobile although only a 

few would be assigned to each battalion 

and whilst they were viewed with suspicion by many of the enlisted men, due to their tendency to 

jam in early days and their operators being the focus of enemy snipers, the lure of time off when 

training, and extra pay and privileges meant that volunteers to specialise with the machine gun were 

not too difficult to find. 



The Imperial War Musuem, in their ‘Voices of War’1 archive has a very good article on what it was 

actually like to be a Battalion Machine Gun Operator. 

Victor Fagence outlined how his team worked. 

Well, there were six in the team. The most experienced man would be the Number 
One. He would be the one who would actually fire the gun. And then most of the time 
he had to carry it and the weight of the gun was about 28 pounds. The Number Two 
was his assistant and he carried the spare parts bag, which contained the tools and 
cleaning rags. The tools of course were for putting right, correcting any stoppages. 
And the other four were simply ammunition carriers. At that time, when I first became 
a Lewis gunner, the Lewis gun magazines were carried in canvas buckets, each 
bucket holding four magazines. And each carrier had to carry two of those buckets, 
which was eight magazines. And when going over the top or in an attack, of course, 
he had to carry all that in addition to the usual arms and equipment that the other 
soldiers carried. It was quite a big weight. 

Whether Gower was Number One or merely an ammunition carrier we will probably know, but 
whatever his role this was modern warfare and he would have been in the front line. 

George Archer was the number one in his Lewis gun team – but he wasn’t sure how 
effective his weapon was. 

I was Number One on the gun and I fired the gun. Number Two carried the spare 
part bag; 3, 4, 5 and 6 carried the ammunition. But, you see when I was firing the 
Lewis gun, you just had to look out yourself and if you saw anything that you thought 
should be hit, you had a go at it. I don’t know whether I ever hit anybody. I saw the 
sparks flying off their trenches and that but I never knew. I don’t know whether I was 
a good shot or not – I never knew what I hit! 

A long way from the peaceful Waveney Valley, and more specifically Wortwell, where Austin and 

his ancestors had been busily getting on with their lives for  generation after generation. 

Way back  in July 1698, Elizabeth Gower was buried at St Mary’s Redenhall, various other Gowers 

appear in the church registers through the years.  The first one to be specifically described as being 

from Wortwell, was the widowed Samuel Gower who married at Redenhall in May 1748. Sarah 

Gower, a 39 years old spinster from Wortwell was buried on the 5th of December 1780. Samuel 

Gower, a pauper of Wortwell, and quite possibly the widower relaunching himself into marriage 

almost 4 decades earlier, followed on the 29th of December 1786.  The next year, in 1787, Rebecca 

Gower of Wortwell was convicted of ‘false reeling’; she would have been an out worker supplied 

with wool to spin at home.  False reeling 

occurs when the spinner claims a certain 

length of thread is on a finished reel when 

they have given short measure, a practice 

rife at the time whereby the spinner is in 

essence ‘skimming off’ some of the raw 

wool for her own purposes! I wonder if she 

was the same Rebecca Gower who 

baptised her illegitimate child, Elizabeth, at 

Redenhall in June 1768? 

Norfolk Chronicle Norfolk, England 

11 Aug 1787 

 
1 https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/voices-of-the-first-world-war-weapons-of-war 



 

Norfolk Chronicle  

5 Dec 1789 

 

 

A decade shy of the end of the 18th C 

we have proof that the Gowers were 

farming in Wortwell, although of course 

Rebecca Gower may well have been 

from a farming family pursuing the 

traditionally female task of spinning in 

order to bring extra money into the 

family pot. 

 

 

Half a century later and farmer John Gower, great-grandfather of Austin, was on the Low Road 

raising a clutch of 5 children. The oldest in the 1841 household (and bearing mind John and his wife 

were in their 40’s, there may have been older children elsewhere, equally there was a fine tradition 

of Gower men marrying late), was 11 years old Robert Gower Snr, our  Austin’s grandfather.  Robert 

Snr’s father, John, invested the money, and 5 years lack of income, to apprentice him to a trade so, 

by the time the 1851 census rolled around, 22 years old Robert was able to claim he was a master 

glazier. This decision launched three generations into skilled trades.  



Unlike younger Wortwell born children, both 

John and his son Robert Snr claimed birth in 

Alburgh. By 1861, Robert Snr was the only 

child left at home and, now able to state he 

was a master plumber as well as a master 

glazier, this was the year he finally got around 

to marrying, to Maria Rayner, by which time 

they were both in their early thirties.  

An incident was reported in the papers of 

1867 which really highlights how different life 

was then to how it is now. Essentially a 

carpenter and his drinking companion, 

Charles Reeve, hitched a lift home back 

towards Harleston from the Buck Inn, 

Earsham on a brewers’ dray. The pair were 

perched on the barrels either side of the driver 

when a smart pair of grey horses approached 

and caught the attention of the chaps on the 

dray.  Unfortunately, Reeve’s balance was so 

compromised by the amount of beer he had 

drunk earlier, he promptly fell off the dray 

where the effect of falling off was probably 

compounded by being run over by the vehicle. 

An unfortunate incident, but I suppose the 

equivalent of drink driving today.  What is truly 

bizarre to modern sensibilities was that the 

body was taken to the nearest private home, 

Robert Gower’s, and there it remained until an 

inquest was taken, literally, over it the next 

day, also at Gower’s house. Can you imagine 

parents today, bearing in mind there were 

three children in the house, accepting the 

dead body of a total stranger, brought in by a 

pair of other strangers (at least one of whom 

may have been slightly the worse for wear) 

followed by the local coroner holding an 

inquest in your front room? 

Anyway, making up for their slow start in the marital stakes, by the time the 1871 census came 

around, Robert Snr and Maria had popped out 4 children, Fredrick W, 1862, Alice Mary, 1863, 

Robert Edward Jnr, 1865, and little Arthur C (also known as Charles), 1869. Three more children 

were added to the total, Mary Ann, 1872, Alfred C 1874 and Elizabeth 1877. Since both parents 

would have been hard on their 50’s by the time Elizabeth was born,  she would have most likely 

been their last child, even if their father Robert Snr had not died in 1880 at the age of 52 leaving his 

widow to raise the children.  

By 1881 the oldest of Robert Snr and Marie’s children, Alice Mary, 18, was at the other end of the 

country working as one of two general servants in a pleasant 3 story terraced house in Tynemouth, 

Northumberland.  The employers were a middle-aged customs officer and his wife, but with two 

young grandchildren in the house perhaps not as dull as it might otherwise have been! Arthur, 

slightly  bizarrely, was ‘visiting’ a thatcher and his family, George Miles, in Westhaston, leaving Maria 

with the 3 younger children to raise.  Marie’s two older boys, Frederick and Robert Jnr were also in 



the household; both qualified Plumbers and Glaziers they would have been able to  supplement the 

income their mother was making as a tailoress, producing fitted clothing and a stage higher than a 

dress maker.  This is a family that aimed for the best! 

During the 1880’s the grieving widow still found time to enter into local produce competitions, wining 

prizes for both vegetables – a 

brace of cucumbers no less, and 

flowers: musk roses, geraniums 

and petunias.  Whilst at this time 

her son, Robert Gower Jnr, was 

entering the races that also formed 

part of the Horticultural shows, in 

later years he followed his mothers 

example, entering his own 

prizewinning produce into local 

shows. 

23 July 1888 

Diss Express 

 

Norwich Mercury  

18 Jul 1903 

 

Like his own parents, Robert Jnr did not 

charge into marriage at an early age but 

married neighbour Emily nee Riches in late 

spring 1890 when he was 25 and had known 

his wife at least 10 years. They appeared on 

Wortwell High Road in the 1891 census when 

Emily would have been heavily pregnant with 

their first child, Allen, who was surprisingly 

born a year after their marriage; I say 

surprisingly as for many rural workers it was 

baby first, marriage second!  

They actually married, across the border in 

Suffolk, most likely Emily’s home parish of 

Mendham, which raises another unresolved 

issue.  Emily claimed birth in Mendham but was raised in Wortwell by her aunt and uncle, George 

and Lydia Palmer nee Hines, appearing in this farmer’s 1871 household as a 5-year-old. 10 years 

later and George and Lydia had moved back into the centre of Wortwell, a couple of doors away 

from the Gowers. By then George was  reduced to working as a charcoal burner, dirty ill paid work. 

This begs the question as to what happened to Emily’s parents. I tried following all sorts of marriages 

between: Riches and Palmers, Palmers and Hines, Hines and Riches but did not come across any 

sort of obvious link that led me to George and Lydia nee Hines being the Aunt and Uncle of young 

Emily Riches.  However, in Norfolk in those days terms were used fairly flexibly, one or the other of 

George or Lydia may have been an older cousin of sorts – a mystery!  Alternatively, since the record 

of the marriage I have is a transcription, it could be that Lydia Hines was actually a mis-transcribed 

Wiles! Whatever her antecedents, Emily was raised in a stable household, doubtless much loved.  

The move into Wortwell village centre brought the Palmers to just a few houses away from the 

Gower household where Robert, a mere year older than Emily, was living. However, being sensible 

folks, it took them another 10 years of acquaintanceship before they married.  



Robert Jnr’s widowed mother, Marie, was still living with three of her children in Wortwell in 1891. In 

1901, Austin’s uncle, Arthur J. Gower, was living in Jays Green but by 1911 he was living down in 

the Old Market Place.  In this census it becomes apparent Gower had married into another plumbing 

family (although he was a carpenter) as he was the living with his father in law, Keeley, gas fitter. 

Arthur and wife Rosa only had the one child, Hilda.  

Uncle Alfred Charles was following 

the very specialised trade of wood 

carver. He went by the day to day 

name of Charles and this was the 

name he appeared under in the 

1911 census boarding in London, 

working as a wood carver for a ship 

building company.  I suspect he 

would have been working on fittings 

and decorations for luxury boats, 

possibly even one of the grand 

liners that were launched shortly 

before WW1. His obituary in 1930 

describes him as an exceptional 

craftsman.  

Diss Express 

14 Mar 1930 

 

The oldest of the  brothers, 

Frederick William Gower may not 

have been such a talented 

craftsman as his brothers; he 

started off as a plumber and glazier 

but abandoned the trade by 1901 to 

become a corn merchant, handily 

close to the Corn Hall in Harleston. 

This he also gave up  becoming a 

pub landlord at the Two Brewers in 

1904. He was employing his niece 

Ida, Austin’s sister in 1911 at the 

pub but gave up the tenancy in 1913 when his wife died.  At that point he made a total turnabout of 

career and become Bailiff of the Harleston County Court.  This was a job he excelled out and it is a 

testament to the quality of the man that he made the leap from Plumber and Pub Landlord to such 

a position of responsibility.  This was a very able man and a general all good bean as evidenced by 

his obituary in 1941. He also appeared, over the years, on almost any committee that was going in 

the town and would have been well accustomed to rubbing shoulders with the great and good of 

Harleston 



Diss Express  

3 Oct 1941 

 

Robert Gower Jnr may also have considered himself 

a cut above the average chap in his village, having 

the skilled trade of plumber.  Whilst today plumbing 

is a very technical trade, in those days using the 

materials available, it was an art as much as a trade.  

A lot of skill was required to manage the soft lead 

pipes or alternately the intractable cast iron ones.  

Like a lot of plumbers, Robert also doubled as a 

glazier – lead and glass being as closely linked 

traditional as lead and plumbing!  He also, in his early 

married life claimed to be a painter, yet more lead as 

this was a major component in many paints until the 

1960’s.  Surprising he didn’t wind up with lead 

poisoning! 

His obituary reveals he worked for Mr Keeley, his 

brother Arthur’s father in law, of Harleston.  Keeley 

had a shop on the corner of Bullock Fair, opposite 

the Butchers for 50 years, so doubtless provided 

good steady work for this skilled tradesman, probably 

from the moment he left school. There is a real trend 

emerging amongst the men of the Gower family.  

Steady fellows who did not rush into anything 

(marriage included) but instead took their time and, 

once they found their niche, excelled at what they 

chose to turn their hand to and carried on doing it for 

year after year. 

Roll on 1901, Robert Jnr and Marie’s splendid family 

had moved from the High Road back down to the 

Low Road and consisted of Allen A, 1892, Arthur A, 

1893 and Ida M, 1895, (the lass who 10 years later 

was helping out her Uncle at the Two Brewers in 

Broad Street).  

The same census has Grandma Marie, a shop keeper (probably selling a limited range of goods 

from her front parlour but with this family, who knows . . ) living next door with her daughter Mary 

Ann, aged 30, one of her middle children 

. 

A couple of years later, in 1903, Robert Jnr and Emma’s 4th and final child, Frank Edward, completed 

the family. There is a fabulous family portrait; judging from the age of the youngest child, I would 

think it was taken in 1907 or there abouts which also matches in with the ages of the older children. 

The oldest son, Allen Aubrey has a look of his mother (although this is not the most flattering portrait 

of him, a later, posed studio portrait shows a handsome fellow with a twinkle to his eye). Arthur 

Austin and Ida May look like their mother and baby Frank just looks as stroppy as any child his age 

would when rammed in a chair and told to keep still or else . .  



Austin would have been about 14, still a 

skinny young lad; a portrait of him in his 

uniform taken a few years later shows a 

strapping young man who had really 

filled out but still had fair hair and gentle 

eyes 

 

Looking closely at the family portrait, 

whilst the chap’s suits may look, to 

modern eyes, a little baggy and worn, 

they were three piece suits, worn with 

collars and ties and all three of fellows 

are sporting watches and chains.  Ida 

meanwhile has a mesh purse hanging 

from her belt whilst the mother is 

decidedly wearing a best frock with quite 

ornate panels and the youngest son is 

so enjoying his white lace collar!  This is 

a family doing very nicely thank you.  It 

has to be said that both the parents do 

not seem to be wearing so well for 

people in their early 40’s but people did 

age faster in those days! 



Sadly, the very slim mother, died prematurely, aged only 41 

in 1908 leaving Robert to raise the family; as was par for the 

course, he brought in a live-in housekeeper, the widowed 

Kate Barker, much the same age as Robert, in her mid 40’s.  

Whether there was a romantic element to this relationship 

(as so often happened) is impossible to say, all we do know 

is that Mrs Barker remained as Robert’s housekeeper until 

his death in 1932 when she they were both in their late 60’s.  

She attended Robert’s funeral, described as one of the chief 

mourners; I hope the family made provision for their father’s 

bereaved housekeeper and companion. 
 

Diss Express  

13 May 1932 

 

So, Arthur Austin as he was baptised, or Austin Arthur as he 

lived, came from a family with as deep roots as any in the 

village of Wortwell, going back 100’s of years.  On a more 

immediate scale, when Austin’s father died, 16 years after 

his second son, he did so in the house he was born in. 

Would Austin have achieved the reputation and respect 

earnt by his father and uncles, a mix of steadiness, skill and 

integrity?  

 

His younger brother Frank true to form, did not marry until 

he was in his early 30’s; Austin, who died aged 24, never 

married at all, in his will he left all he had to his father 

Robert.  24 was the age his sister Ida May was when she 

married in 1919. Older brother, Allan Aubrey Gower, when 

he was aged 25, married a Violet Waller up in Lambeth in 

1917. He named his first son, born in 1918 after our Harleston Hero, Uncle Austin who had died 

two years before the birth of his namesake. Allan built a life in London; I have no evidence of him 

returning to Harleston. 

 

 Frank married a lass from Norwich. Gowers, possibly from other branches of the family, were 

involved in many aspects of the life of Harleston between the wars. Busily fund raising for local 

Health Care, engaged in the organised sports, health insurance clubs they helped make the town 

the lively place it became after WW1   

 

In all honesty it would have been enough if Austin had the opportunity to have quietly carried on 

minding his own business and raising a family of his own although I suspect he would have 

continued in the family tradition of excelling in whatever line he chose. 

 


